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Sold on short campaigns
BRENDAN WONG
SYDNEY’S auction scene is so
hot, confident vendors are
ditching traditional monthly
marketing campaigns and
rushing to get their properties
under the hammer.
A total of 425 properties will
go up for auction today and,
with a clearance rate of 81 per
cent, cashed-up buyers are
being fiercely competitive and
vendors are banking on selling

The Harris family are selling.
up quickly. In Sydney’s hottest
market, the inner west, half the
auctions this weekend have
had campaigns shorter than
four weeks. Damien Cooley,
director of Cooley Auctions,

said vendors feel confident
enough to reduce the campaign time.
“The fear that some vendors have is that if they keep
the campaign to its extended
length of four weeks, they may
lose buyers to new properties
on the market,’’ he said.
“The potential disadvantage is that by having a shorter
campaign you may miss some
new buyers who are coming
into the market every week.”
Ray Fadel from Raine &

Horne Sans Souci said since
June last year, 60 per cent of
his auctions were reduced
from four to three weeks.
“I find your best buyers
come in the first two weeks, and
shorter campaigns keep them
emotionally connected,’’ he
said. “People can’t wait. They
just want to buy. They’re scared
they’re going to miss out.”
Mr Fadel said his listed
properties with shorter campaigns had ended up selling for
a lot more than expected.

Jenine Harris, a mother of
three, is auctioning her fourbedroom home at 12 Margate
St in Ramsgate next Saturday
after a three-week campaign.
“If someone really loved it
on week one and then they
have to wait four weeks before
the auction, sometimes they
can either go cold or they find
something else,” she said.
“I feel relatively confident
about the auction.
“The market does seem to
be hot and there doesn’t seem

to be a lot on the market at this
stage.” Rocky Bartolotto of
Auction Services warned that
shorter auction campaigns
were not for everyone.
“The effectiveness of shorter campaigns is dependent on
demand and how many listings
are in that market,” he said.
The rush to auction has
come as lenders are offering
40-year mortgages to families
who are forking out hundreds
of thousands more in interest
costs to secure their home.

JUMPING JACK
THE ONLY BOY
IN THE BALLET
TAYLOR AUERBACH
HE is a real-life Billy Elliot whose love of
ballet was inspired by his sports heroes.
Jack Prowse might be the only boy in
his Epping dance class, but far from being
embarrassed, the 12-year-old from
Wentworth Falls craves the attention.
“When we have a concert at the end of
the year we do our own class dances and
I usually get the starring role,” said Jack.
“I get centre stage so it’s a lot of fun.”
Jack’s interest in ballet came after he
heard footballers use the dance style as a
fitness measure.
“I heard that a lot of AFL players and
soccer players do ballet and I thought it
sounded good,” the Hawthorn and
Melbourne Victory fan said.
“I just thought ‘why not?’ and got
involved. One boy at school calls me
‘ballet boy’ but it’s fun.”
Jack’s mum Kate said her son has yet
to watch the hit Brit film Billy Elliot, which
deals with the negative stereotype of a
young ballet dancer, who eventually
pirouettes his way to stardom. The film
also inspired a namesake musical.

Jack Prowse, 12, is surrounded by girls at the Sydney North Ballet School but he loves the extra attention he gets. Picture: Nic Gibson
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